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12/23/64

AIRMAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-107261)
FROM: SAG, DALLAS (105-1280) (P)

SUBJECT: "MINUTEMEN"
INFORMATION CONCERNING
(INTERNAL SECURITY)

Re: Bureau airtel to Dallas, 12/24/64.

A review of previously submitted Dallas LIM in this matter reflects that unauthorized disclosure of information furnished by DL T-2 and DL T-3 in Dallas LIM of 11/27/64 would not have an adverse effect on national defense interests of this country. However, it is Dallas' determination that LIM of 11/27/64 and subsequent LIM which have contained information derived from DL T-1 (VAN WILEY FOLLAND) should remain classified "confidential" inasmuch as unauthorized disclosure of information furnished by this confidential source could:

(1) Have an adverse effect on national defense interests of the country, and

(2) Reasonably result in the identification of said confidential source of continuing value and compromise his future effectiveness.

To elaborate, it is noted that information furnished by FOLLAND has been of such a nature that it directly involves the security of national defense installations including Carnewell AFB, which is a strategic air command base in a large metropolitan area.
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12/5/64 BY SPR. 8372. (QA)
It is apparent that unauthorized disclosure of this information might jeopardize this source before appropriate evaluation can be made and before facts in this matter are fully investigated and possibly lead to overt action on the part of this group towards national defense installations. Bureau has previously noted that information furnished by this source shows that this group has penchant for violence.

Bureau is correct in stating POLLARD is not a symbol number informant but it is noted that in this regard on 11/27/64 a separate potential security informant file was opened regarding POLLARD and background information and evaluation of POLLARD's reliability are being compiled for appropriate submission to the Bureau.

It would not be difficult from information furnished in total by POLLARD and submitted by previous LBN to determine his identity, it being further noted that the first LBN containing information furnished by POLLARD was classified confidential at the request of ATTU and that it is apparent that DL T-I is the original source of ATTU. It is also noted that ATTU is continuing to utilize POLLARD for investigations from standpoint of possible National Firearms Act violations and that divulgence of his identity could possibly remove the effectiveness of POLLARD as an informant in future ATTU investigations.
12/29/64

AIRTELE
AIRMIAL

TO:  DIRECTOR, FBI (62-107261)
FROM: SAG, DALLAS (105-1286) (F)

SUBJECT: "MINUTEMEN"
INFORMATION CONCERNING
(INTERNAL SECURITY)

Re Bureau airtel to Dallas, 12/24/64.

A review of previously submitted Dallas LHN in this
matter reflects that unauthorized disclosure of information
furnished by DL T-2 and DL T-3 in Dallas LHN of 11/27/64 would
not have an adverse effect on national defense interests of this
country. However, it is Dallas' determination that LHN of
11/27/64 and subsequent LHN which have contained information
derived from DL T-1 (VAN WILEY POLLARD) should remain classified
"confidential" inasmuch as unauthorized disclosure of information
furnished by this confidential source could:

(1) Have an adverse effect on national defense
interests of the country, and

(2) Reasonably result in the identification of said
confidential source of continuing value and
compromise his future effectiveness.

To elaborate, it is noted that information furnished by POLLARD
has been of such a nature that it directly involves the security
of national defense installations including Carwood AFB, which
is a strategic air command base in a large metropolitan area.
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It is apparent that unauthorized disclosure of this information might result in this source before appropriate evaluation can be made and before facts in this matter are fully investigated and properly lead to overt action on the part of this group towards national defense installations. Bureau has previously noted that information furnished by this source shows that this group has a penchant for violence.

Bureau is correct in stating POLLARD is not a symbol number informant but it is noted that in this regard on 11/27/64 a separate potential security informant file was opened regarding POLLARD and background information and evaluation of POLLARD's reliability are being compiled for appropriate submission to the Bureau.

It would not be difficult from information furnished in total by POLLARD and submitted by previous LIM to determine his identity, it being further noted that the first LIM containing information furnished by POLLARD was classified confidential at request of ATTU and that it is apparent that BL T-1 is the original source of ATTU. It is also noted that ATTU is continuing to utilize POLLARD for investigations from standpoint of possible National Firearms Act violations and that divulgence of his identity could possibly remove the effectiveness of POLLARD as an informant in future ATTU investigations.